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Occupy Wall Street has second anniversary of fighting for equality

By Logan Kahl
Assistant Sports Editor

Tuesday marks the anniversary of the birth of the Occupy Wall Street movement led by people across the country fighting for economic equality. On this Tuesday, fiscal equality activists gathered in Zuccotti Park, known as New York City’s Wall Street Financial District.

“We are the 99 percent” Machete Carter participated in the Occupy movement at Iowa State University.

The Occupy movement has not raised any changes in law or government, but it has sparked a political conversation. “Occupy was and remains a powerful tool for discussion and mobilization to build a better world,” said Waiteh Besser, director of Occupy Network. Protestors have spread not just across the United States but around the world.

“The Occupy movement” formulated the inequality dialogue at a global level,” said Angie Engblom, professor of sociology, referring to the national media as well as internationally.

“(Our movement) remains a powerful outlet for action and an Occupy activest.”
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ISU researcher study effects of estrangement within families

By Brian Voss
#iowastatedaily.com

An assistant professor at Iowa State researching estrangement within families.

Gilligan, assistant professor of human development and family studies, said she is interested in Family Differences study to try to find an explanation for estrangement. The study is a longitudinal study in its 15th year and has more than 2,000 respondents.

While a lot of family scholars compare one family to another, Gilligan’s research focuses specifically on research within the individual family.

“Children who struggle in things the mother finds offensive are more likely to be estranged than other siblings,” Gilligan said.

Parents in the study are also asked which child they would like as a caregiver. When they do not get the one they want, the mother can face consequences.

“If moms prefer a particular caregiver and they don’t get the one they prefer in the future, it actually has negative consequences on their psychological well-being,” Gilligan said. “They are more likely to have depressive symptoms if they don’t get the caregiver they want.”

Gilligan said her first interest in families began as an undergraduate at Coe College in Cedar Rapids. She worked at Weyerhauser Services as a domestic-violence victim advocate, said both the domestic violence shelter and the housing agency for women and children.

“I really liked working at Weyerhauser,” Gilligan said. “I was also very interested in what are the bigger issues of these problems and how could research be doing for those women and children.

“For her, the interest in estrangement in adult children, she has allowed us to expand the project in new and important directions,” said Suiter.

“I don’t know if it’s unique to the baby boom generation, but it might be more prominent to the baby boom generation,” Gilligan said.

Megan Gilligan’s study of relationships between parents and their children.

Graduate student wins prestigious chemistry award

By Julie Paulson
#iowastatedaily.com

Bruce Roth, IST alumnus and director of the Center for Natural Products Research at the University of Pennsylvania, said the Perkin Medal, one of the most prestigious awards in chemical research, is awarded to a single individual.

The Perkin Medal is awarded to a single individual as a recognition of the scientist’s contributions to the chemical sciences, usually has been.

“The work that is so important that it is recognized as a significant contribution to the chemical sciences,” said Gilligan.

Gilligan was notified by the faculty of the Perkin Medal and has been a valued member of the project.

“Because of her interest in estrangement in adult children, she has allowed us to expand the
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**Editorial**

**Take advantage of professional skills at college**

College is the time when students need to learn how to dress and behave professionally.

College is the time to truly feel independent — to experience many things on our own.
College is the time to truly feel independent — to express ourselves through our style and by living our daily lives as we choose. We can go to the mall, playing frisbeesmall, or nothing but Fighting Burrito and beer on a Friday night. The world is our oyster. At this time, we can enjoy everything that comes along with being young in college — and we need to start using them.

College is a transition period, the rough fourth year of high school, a year of leaving behind our groups and entering our professional careers. And we need to use it wisely.

College is the time to start being professional. That certainly doesn’t mean students need to wear their Blazers and kitten heels to class every day, but it’s time to start dressing in a real-world work environment.

Punctuality is necessary not only to prevent missing others’ time. Students need to use their college years as a transition into the professional world — and we need to start using them.
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By Elaine Godfrey
@iowastatedaily.com

“The Fox” was released in 2012 by a pair of Norwegian talk show hosts who refer to themselves as Ylvis, raises some pretty important questions.

Editors: Hailey Gross  |  opinion@iowastatedaily.com

Ylvis suggests many possible answers, from the truthful “They are just like us—guinea pigs” to the ironical “It’s the exact opposite.” And we laugh along with them, while they dance in their absurd fox suits — and obviously as the elephant goes “toot.”

We have probably heard many in our lifetimes, but according to the experts, it’s actually really hard to distinguish the call of a red fox from that of an extremely shrill coyote or an exceptionally screechy owl. The actual sounds a red fox makes are nuts.

Lessons from Ylvis: What exactly does the fox say?

Elaine Godfrey
@iowastatedaily.com

While the sounds of most animals have been known to man for quite some time, the red fox is one of the mysterious exceptions. Red foxes are quite elusive to humans; that’s probably why most people think they have never actually heard one. However, the sounds a red fox makes are extremely variable, depending on the situation (to the haunting and movie-like “low-ow-ow-ow” identification barks, it’s really a wonder we find foxes endearing at all).

“Dorks go quack, and fish go quack,” according to Popular Science, the red fox. “Blub — and the seal goes ow-ow. But there’s one sound that no one knows.”

But Ylvis was absolutely correct with their musical approximation of the fox’s disturbing voice. “Pika-kaka-kaka-kaka-kawe” is totally spot-on, matching the disturbing voice. “Fraka-kaka-kaka-kaka-kawe!”

and according to the experts, it’s usually made by mice, lizards, and amphibians, not by foxes. And it’s true, foxes are pretty secretive, but the simple fact is, the sounds a red fox makes are nuts.

Ylvis hits the nail right on the head. The irony of a farcical song providing an ironical examination of just how far pop culture has fallen.

But Ylvis were just as strange and terrifying.

Not every farcical song has to be an ironic inspection of society and culture.

Besides filling our lives with joy and inspiration, and clicking modern pop culture, the song “The Fox,” written by a pair of Norwegian talk show hosts who refer to themselves as Ylvis, raises some pretty important questions.

But Ylvis were just as strange and terrifying.

But the weird part is, for the most part, Ylvis are pretty much right.

Not every farcical song has to be an ironic inspection of society and culture.

Although they claim “no one knows” the actual sound made by a fox, Fox-pert actually do — and the shocking fact is, Ylvis has the right idea.

The sounds a red fox makes are extremely varied, depending on the situation (to the haunting and movie-like “low-ow-ow-ow” identification barks, it’s really a wonder we find foxes endearing at all).

They garble, too — and often sing a song reminiscent of a child stuck at the bottom of a well. It’s strange, because according to the experts, it’s actually really hard to distinguish the call of a red fox from that of an extremely shrill coyote or an exceptionally screechy owl.

According to Popular Science, the red fox. “Blub — and the seal goes ow-ow. But there’s one sound that no one knows.”

But Ylvis was absolutely correct with their musical approximation of the fox’s disturbing voice. “Pika-kaka-kaka-kaka-kawe” is totally spot-on, matching the disturbing voice. “Fraka-kaka-kaka-kaka-kawe!”
From hobbyist to world champ

Former unicycling champion considers return to competition

Matt Sindelar is just at another level,” said Robert Nichols, junior in mechanical engineering and fellow unicycling enthusiast. “They had a lot of good people who had been riding unicycle for a long time and could do a lot of cool stuff,” Sindelar said.

“If I do decide to compete this summer, it won’t be quite as serious as it was back in high school,” Sindelar said.

The pressure is already off. If he returns to competition, it would be less about winning, and more about having fun and enjoying the whole experience.

“Even if he doesn’t competitively unicycle, he said he will continue riding recreationally and enjoy a hobby that he truly loves now,” Bundrage said.

“If a team is willing to press you one-on-one, you never know when the ball’s going to come your way,” Bundrage said. “Yes, I can, but I’m not worried about it,” Bundrage said. “There are 11 guys on the field and we all need to do our jobs in the game.”

“Both Bundrage and Roman plan to keep riding into the fall, and hope to compete in the World Unicycling Championships this fall. The event is scheduled for September 11-15 and is expected to draw hundreds of competitors from around the world.”
Golf in third, awaits final 18 round in Columbia, Mo.

By Jared Stansbury

IUW@iowastatedaily.com

Iowa State came up short in a 22-10 loss in Iowa on Friday night in Ames. The loss was in in line of the season, snapping a five-game winning streak.

Iowa grabbed a five-point lead early in the third quarter before the Cyclones tied the game up late in the fourth quarter. Both teams were looking for a comeback victory against a tough opponent.

"We played as a very a small unit," said ISU coach Tank. "We made some mistakes but we didn't let them out and going on, said ISU coach Tank said.

After two rounds at the Columbus Regional Pressure, the ISU men's golf team sits 68 in the first round, Voke 141 was good enough to put them in third place out of 11 teams playing poorly, as they are in the Cyclones are necessarily the ISU men's golf team sits 68 in the first round, Voke lead the Cyclones finish last week, freshman Nick Voke lead the Cyclones finish last week, freshman haven't quite done it yet." Tank. "I know that we're a lot of good signs out there, "I was a little disap - "I think the bad weath -"He got it together after that

Men's Rugby Club receives wake-up call in defeat to Iowa

By Kyle Helm

IUW@iowastatedaily.com

The rugby club had a great opportunity to take the lead in the closing minutes of the game after advancing deep into Iowa territory. They should have scored one but, they were all fo-cused on their own individual goals rather than the team goals.

The team entered the game with a lot of confidence after starters - and their performances on the field. "I think everybody's goal is to win a national title." Robertson said.

The focus in practice this week will primarily consist of cleaning up the unforced errors, the team has been making in this game. "If we can get those mistakes out of the game we're going to be focusing on teamwork before preparing to enter conference play."

Iowa State/No. 20 Close Race for the title, Rugy earned a starring spot in a freshman Iowa State/Iowa State With 1-1 Saturday at the ISU, the Iowa State/Iowa State Boys 2013-14 at Carver 0282

The ISU Men's Rugby Club fell to Iowa 20-19 Friday night. The team was focusing on teamwork before preparing to enter conference play. "I think we're going to put in some work this week and try to get better," said Murphy. "We've got 17 wins and we've got a lot of confidence."

"We were making quite a few of their tackles, they were playing very well and they screamed very well in the set pieces," said Robertson. "We're going to get in the conference this season."
By MaryKate Knabel
@iowastatedaily.com

Talents of all levels start Fashion Week trends

By MaryKait Knabel
@iowastatedaily.com

Possibly more important than the Super Bowl, at least in the eyes of fashion-crazed women, is Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week — the most anticipated event on the fashion industry calendar.

The week sees countless shows, with iconic attenders, fashion designers and trendsetters, all coming together for one thing: immerse themselves in the newest trends of the spring/summer 2014 season.

Fashion bloggers have huge access to Fashion Week. After being invited to certain shows, well-known fashion bloggers were the first to share their thoughts and reactions on the designers, fashion editors and public figures that made appearances.

One show that struck many fashion experts was the spring/summer 2014 line that gave color new life. The silhouettes, pleats, color choice and aesthetic proved his skill for know-

"Networking is the most important thing," Lansman said. "You never know who you will meet that may lead you to your dream job." Herlein recommended interns and others take business cards and make sure to take advantage of meeting new people by asking them who they are and what they do.

"I mistakenly didn't," Herlein said. "I found out later that more of a北方 andsecond round fash-

ISU students, alumnae take over Fashion Week

By Mariah Vollman
@iowastatedaily.com

Models, interns and fashion industry professionals — many of them ISU students and alums — were an audience at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week in New York City last week.

In the past, it has been common for interns of cer-

"I've learned a few things," Herlein said. "Just because you have a ticket doesn't mean you're getting in; they give you a ticket to come and work as a model during the most exciting time in New York for the fashion industry," Lansman said. "You never know who you will meet that may lead

She was able to model for Alice & Olivia, as well as go to test shows and start her modelling portfolio.

When Lansman experienced fashion week from on stage, she didn't think she would have a ticket to the events. However, she met new people by asking them who they are and what they do.

"They don't have a studio in New York, so we had to do everything from setting up the studio with supplies and make sure the event ran smoothly. With clients like Dolce & Gabbana and Gucci, I knew some interns were asked to go to Fashion Week in the past," Lansman said. "I was eager to hear if I would be one of the interns that was asked to go." Lansman was able to assist with set-up and display on the runway. Also, she was able to see some of the most exciting names they've ever seen on their screens.

"I've learned a few things," Herlein said. "Just because you have a ticket doesn't mean you're getting in; they give you a ticket to come and work as a model during the most exciting time in New York for the fashion industry," Herlein said. "You never know who you will meet that may lead you to your dream job."
tfpropertiesiowa.com 290-2613 or visit us at http://www.tfpropertiesiowa.com
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Horoscope by Linda Black

Today's Birthday
[09/16/13]

Taurus
[04/22-05/20]

You are responsible --牵头 and are in charge. Adapt and maneuver your path with ease. Your words inspire others to take action. Get a head start on another operation. Phone home.

Leo
[07/23-08/22]

You have illusions. Investigate the facts. You have работы investigate. Don't let a debt. Play your own tickets? Pay back a debt. Play your own tickets? Pay back a debt.

Virgo
[08/23-09/22]


Sagittarius
[11/22-12/21]

Today is 8 -- Add structure to your dreams. Dreams and visions make sense. Is it the time to obey the laws? Flag back up. Play with long range plans. Delay and instead, investigate the impossible.

Capricorn
[12/22-01/19]

Today is 9 -- Hold on to what you have for a while. You're tough as a tack. Count your blessings. Imagine a new venture. This partner seems détente.

Aries
[03/21-04/19]

Today is 8 -- Imagine a new venture. Imagine a new venture. It's easier to encourage you to try something new. Discuss your shared finances. Listen carefully, even if you don't fully agree.

Aquarius
[01/20-02/18]

Today is 7 -- A startling development today. You have illusions. Investigate the facts. Don't let a debt. Play your own tickets? Pay back a debt.

Puzzle answers available online at: www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles

Sudoku by the Mahgym Group

LEVEL: 1 2 3 4

Complete the grid so that each row, each column, and each block (3x3 bold borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. If strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit www.sudokutoys.com
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Jackson Cleaning Service
Call at 251-0649
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home Ready For the Market.
• Windows • Deep Cleaning • Homeowners • Remodeling

FOR RENT

2422 FISHER ROAD
3 BDR, 2 BTH, 1000 SQ FT
LIVING ROOM, KITCHEN, BATHROOM, LAUNDRY
Fenced yard, open floor plan.
Dishwasher, washer/dryer, hard wood floors.

487 Broadway • 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath

404 Center St. • 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom

404 Center St. • 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom

FOR RENT

Welcome to the Mepham Group. Apply in person or call South's Irish Small Town of Farm

FOR RENT

320 Three Clay Street

Dublin Bay hiring kitchen help.

FOR RENT

5 Acre farm minutes from campus. Zoned Agcdu, dealing, living area.

FOR RENT

24 PERFORMANCE STREET

Apply in person at 320 South 16th

Dublin Bay hiring kitchen help.

FOR RENT

Dublin Bay

Applying for surveys. 247 takers needed in Ames. 100% free to join. Click on surveys.

FOR RENT

3826 W. Lincoln Way

Dublin Bay

Applying for surveys. 247 takers needed in Ames. 100% free to join. Click on surveys.
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

STUDY ABROAD FAIR

SEPTMBER 19TH, 2013

Thursday

10:00AM - 1:30PM

GREAT HALL
MEMORIAL UNION

www.studyabroad.iastate.edu